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M,E, clusters where both M and E are in a local conical coordination adopt a 
tetrahedral structure if they have six skeletal electron pairs (SEP). For a 5 SEP 
count, two different geometries are observed: a “contracted” tetrahedron such as 
Fe,(CO),(&,-t-Bu), or a butterfly structure such as Fe,(CO),[p-PMnCp(CO)21,. 
By means of extended Htickel calculations on Co,(CO),E, (E = P, PH, PCr(CO),, 
CH, CO) complexes, the criteria determining the choice of one of these two 
geometries are analysed. In particular, the role of the energy of the a-type frontier 
orbitals of E is emphasized. The possibility of existence of tetrahedral and 
butterfly-like M,E, clusters is examined for 5, 6, and 7 SEP counts. 

Introduction 

It is well known that the transition-metal dimer complexes of the type M,E,, 
where M is a transition metal in local conical environment and E a main-group 
linear fragment or bare atom, commonly exhibit two types of structure, depending 
on their electron count. The tetrahedral structure 1 is adopted by electron-precise 
clusters having six skeletal electron pairs (SEPs) which are organometallic analogs of 
the well-known tetrahedrane C,H,. Numerous examples of six SEP tetrahedral 
compounds of the type M,E, can be found in the class of dinuclear transition metal 
complexes with bridging acetylene, of which a typical example is Co,(CO),(p-C,-t- 
Bu,) [l]. Other representative examples are Co,(CO),(PPh,)(p-PZ) [2] and its 
arsenic homologue [2] or Fe,(CO),(&) and its selenium analog [3]. Within the 
framework of the Polyhedral Skeletal Electron Pair (PSEP) theory [4], these com- 
pounds can be viewed as nido-type clusters derived from the trigonal bipyramid 
with one unoccupied vertex. This theory predicts for a seven SEP count a more open 
butterfly structure 2, which can be obtained from 1 by the breaking of one of the six 
bonds. Structures 2 are of the arachno-type, derived from an octahedron with two 
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vertices vacant. Species having structures 2a and 2b are more common [5]. Geometry 
2c is often adopted by M,(p-EE’) complexes [6]. An alternative arachno structure 
for 4-vertex 7 SEP clusters is the square geometry that is sometimes observed [7]. 

The preference for one of the 2a and 2b isomers depends on the respective 
electronegativities of the M and E groups. For example the dianion Fe,(CO),Se,2-, 
obtained by reduction of Fe,(CO),(p-Se,), adopts the structure 2a [Xl, whereas the 
replacement of the two Fe(CO), groups by two isolobal but more electropositive 
Cp(CO),Cr fragments leads to the structure 2b [2c]. 

M,E, clusters with two electrons less than those depicted in 1, i.e. having five 
SEPs, exist. Some of these complexes, such as Fe,(CO),(p-C,-t-Bu2) [l] are 
tetrahedral. This can be derived from their six SEP homologues by the removal of 
two electrons, creating an electron deficiency at the metal centers, which will, 
according to the EAN rule, be compensated by the creation of a M=M double bond. 
A rather short Fe-Fe bond distance is, in fact, observed in Fe,(CO),(@,-t-Bu,) 
(2.32 A), together with a reorientation of the carbonyl ligands. According to 
theoretical calculations by Hoffman et al. [9] these structural features favour the 
Fe-Fe r-bonding. 

The butterfly structure 2a is also observed for compounds bearing 5 SEPs. These 
compounds satisfy the EAN formalism but are in disagreement with the PSEP rules. 
Among them is the well-known electron-precise complex Cq(CO), [lo] the elec- 
tronic structure of which has been analysed by Pinhas and Hoffmann [ll]. More 
recently, several M,(p-EML,), compounds like Fe,(CO),[p-PMnCp(CO),1, (3) 
have been synthesized and characterized by Lang et al. [12]. 

(CO)&pMn 
L’ 

(CO) ]/X\ 
3 Fe(COj3 

(3) 

/ 
Cr (CO), 

On the basis of comparison of the P-ML, bond distances in these arachno 
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TABLE 1 

SKELETAL INTERATOMIC DISTANCES (A) IN SELECTED M,(EM’L,), COMPOUNDS 

Compound 

Co2(C%P2[Cr(C%12 
Co,(CO),Pz[Cr(CO), IlWW 5 1 
Fe~(C%P~[Cr(C%I~ 
Mo2C~2(C%P~[Re~(Co),(p-Br)J 
[M~~CP~(C%PJZ[R~(CO)~B~I;! 
Co,(CO),[P(OMe)312As2[W(CO),l2 
Mo2Cpz(C%As2[Cr(C%h 
Fe2(CO)~P~[MnCp(CO)21, 
Mn&p2(W2As2[MnCp(C0),1, 
Co(triphos)tp-(q3-P3)1tCr,(CO)lol 

M-M 

2.565(3) 
2.573(l) 
2.605(3) 
3.077(2) 
3.034(2) 
2.59(2) 
3.064(3) 
2.675(3) 
2.875 

E-E E-M’ Reference 

2.060(5) 2.278 12 
2.061(3) 2.361 14 
2.087(6) 2.307 13 
2.093(8) 2.490(4) 15 
2.071(9) 2.483 15 
2.28(l) 2.60(l) 16 
2.310(3) 2.471(3) 17 
2.523 2.100 12 

2.24 18 
2.124(4) 2.426 19 

complexes with those of the related six SEP nido tetrahedral molecules [5] such as 
Fe2(CO),[p-P,(Cr(CO>,),] [13] (4) the authors suggested the presence of P-ML, 
double bond. Some selected structural data for complexes having an M2(E)2(M’Ln)2 
framework are shown in Table 1. Our objective in this contribution is to analyse the 
electronic factors favouring the five versus seven SEP count in the butterfly 
structure 2a, and also those favouring structure 1 versus structure 2a for the five 
SEP compounds. 

Results and discussion 

Let us first consider the electronic structure of Co,(CO),(p-P,) in both tetra- 
hedral (1) and butterfly (2a) geometries. The corresponding MO interaction di- 
agrams are shown in Fig. 1. The orbital scheme shown on the left for geometry 1 is 
qualitatively similar to those for CO,(CO),(I_L-C,H2) and Co,(CO),(p-N2) pre- 
sented by Hoffmann and co-workers [9,20]. Since each Co(CO), or P subunit 
possesses three frontier orbitals (one of u and two of v symmetry) [21], both 
Co2(CO), and P2 moieties exhibit six frontier orbitals, three bonding and three 
antibonding combinations. Since in both fragments the interatomic separation 
corresponds to single bonds, the u orbital interactions are strong whereas the u 
antibonding combinations lie at such high energies that they can be neglected in the 
interaction. Thus, a set of five orbitals remains on each fragment: one of the u-type 
and four (two bonding and two antibonding) of the r-type, namely two a,, one a2, 
one b, and one b, in the molecular C,, symmetry. As in most of the stable 
molecules and clusters, the ideal electron count of Co,(CO),(p-P,) is achieved when 
all but the antibonding MOs are occupied. There are four antibonding MOs, one of 
each symmetry, and so the favourable electron count is of 6 SEP, with the ground 
state configuration (a1)6(a2)2(bl)2(b2)2. 

The interaction diagram corresponding to the butterfly structure 2a (right side of 
Fig. 1) can be readily derived from that corresponding to the tetrahedral structure 1. 
The only major difference is in the P2 fragment. In this case, since the P . . * P 
separation is large, the b2-u* frontier orbital of this unit falls into the range of the 
nonbonding orbitals. Its role can no longer be neglected in the interaction with the 
dimetallic fragment since it will generate a nonbonding cluster skeletal orbital. The 
appearance of this supplementary non-bonding MO when the P-P bond is opened 
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Fig. 1. Interaction diagram for Co,(CO),P2 in the closed and open structures. 

increases the electron count to seven SEPs with the configuration (a1)6(a2)2- 

(U(M4. 
The MO correlation diagram associated with the opening up of the P-P bond is 

shown in Fig. 2, together with the variation of the total electronic energies for the 
three electron counts of five, six and seven SEPs. The main feature of this diagram 
is the strong stabilization of the 6, level. This is the stabilization of the a* P-P 
orbital already discussed. Near the end of the transit, this stabilization ceases 
because of an avoided crossing with a level derived from the P.. . P n-type b, 

frontier orbital. 
In keeping with our previous arguments and with the observed structures of the 

related compounds Fe,(CO)6(p-E)2 2- where E = S, or Se, the minimum energy for 

seven SEPs is found to be that for the butterfly structure [S]. The tetrahedral 
structure is Jahn-Teller unstable for this electron count but the 1 --+ 2a transforma- 
tion is forbidden by symmetry. One can suggest that the reduction of a six SEP 
M,E, tetrahedral cluster into a seven SEP butterfly species by cleavage of the E-E 
bond involves a mechanism more complex than a least motion pathway. This is 
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Fig. 2 Walsh diagram for the opening of the P-P vector in Co,(CO),P,. Only the highest occupied and 
the lowest vacant levels are shown. The total energy curves corresponding to the 5, 6 and 7 SEP comits 

are shown at the bottom. 

consistent with the experimental studies of Weatherill and Rat&fuss on the 
[Fq(CO),(p-E),]” (x = 0, -2 and E = S or Se) complexes [8b]. 

Protonation of these seven SEP anionic species gives Fe,(CO),(p-SH), [22], the 
beginning of a route for the preparation of diverse functionally substituted 
Fe,(CO),(p-SR),complexes [23]. In fact an “sp3 “- type hybridization of the sulphur 
atom is observed in these butterfly compounds, the R group no longer lying in the 
planes of the wings. Fe,(CO),(@H)2 has been shown to be a mixture of three 
isomers (a,e; e,e and a,~) [24,28]; the a,e isomer which is the more abundant in 
solution, is generally the one observed by X-ray diffraction [24]. Our calculations on 
the Co,(CO),( P-PH)~ model, where the hydrogen atoms he in the planes of the 
wings, gives similar results to those obtained for Cq(CO)6(p-P),2-. Rehybridiza- 
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tion of the P atoms by bending the hydrogen atoms out of the Co,P planes greatly 
stabilizes the complex. The major contribution to this stabilization comes from the 
HOMO which is, as in Co,(CO),PZ2- (Fig. 1, right), an antibonding combination of 
the la, orbital of the Co,(CO), fragment and the 2a, orbital of the diphosphorus 
moiety. The bending of the P-H bonds decreases the overlap between these two 
frontier orbitals, making the HOMO of Co,(CO),(p-PH), less antibonding between 
Co and P. 

As expected, structure 1 is found to favour the six SEP count. For five SEPs, 
there is no Jahn-Teller stable minimum. However, as noticed previously, it is known 
from the work of Hoffman et al. [9] on Fe,(CO),(p-C,R,) complexes that in that 
case the tetrahedral geometry is stabilized by some structural rearrangements, in 
particular a shortening of the metal-metal vector and a reorientation of the 
carbonyl ligands, as observed in Fe,(CO),(p-C,-t-Bu,) (5) [1,29]. This rearrange- 
ment leads to the vacation of the a2 skeletal orbital, which is u M-M antibonding, 
the skeletal electronic configuration being (a1)6(b1)2(b2)2. In order to reconcile this 
SEP count with the EAN localized scheme 5, it must be noted that in addition to the 
five occupied skeletal MOs, there are two other moleculer orbitals of b, and a2 
respective symmetry, buried within the “tzg block”, which participate in the cluster 
bonding. The magnitude of the role played by t,, orbitals in the stabilization of 5 is 
difficult to evaluate by the means of the extended Hiickel method. Their importance 
could be indirectly estimated by more sophisticated calculations on a main group 
analog of 5, such as B,H,‘- whose structure is possibly a distorted tetrahedron 
(both B,Hd4- and B4H4 are tetrahedral) [30]. 

t-Bu 

(5) 

In the case of the 6 SEP Co,(CO),P, cluster in the normal tetrahedral geometry 
(Fig. 1, left), the a2 skeletal orbital lies rather far below the ui HOMO (1 eV). A 
shortening of the Co-Co vector to 2.32 A and a reorientation of the terminal 
carbonyl ligands prevents this a2 orbital going above the a, MO. In such a 
geometry the five SEP count leads to a Jahn-Teller instability, with the a2 HOMO 
lying only 0.19 eV below the a, LUMO. The same structural reorganization for 
Co,(CO),(C,H,) leads to a HOMO(a,)-LUMO(a,) gap of 0.73 eV. Clearly a 
structure of the type of 5 is unfavourable for a five SEP M,P, cluster. 

The difference between the diphosphorus and the acetylene clusters arises mainly 
from the different electronegativities of P and C. The 3p valence AOs of phosphor- 
ous lie at lower energy than the 2p AOs of C, thus rendering the a2 skeletal MO 
more bonding (more stabilized) in the phosphorous case. 

If the ideal count is of seven SEPs, for the butterfly geometry of Co,(CO),(~-P),, 
why does Co,(CO), which has the same structure, possesses only five SEPs? The 
answer lies in the difference between the two isolobal P and CO groups. The a-type 
frontier orbitals of CO, which are its 7~* LUMOs, lie at a much higher energy than 
the phosphorus 3p atomic orbitals. It follows that their a,, u2, b, and b, bonding 
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Fig. 3. Interaction diagram for Co,(CO)6(p-CO),. 

and antibonding combinations in the OC . + * CO moiety also lie at a much higher 
energy than their P . . - P homologs. In particular, in the case of E = CO, the a, and 
b, components are unable to generate low-lying MOs, and consequently the number 
of occupied skeletal MOs of ai and b2 is of one unity less than when E = P, the 
skeletal electronic configuration being (a1)4(a2)z(b1)2(b2)2 (see Fig. 3). 

The MO correlation diagram corresponding to the transit 1 --, 2a for the oc- 
tacarbonyldicobalt complex is represented in Fig. 4, together with the variation of 
the total energy for the different electron counts of five, six and seven SEPs. The 
main difference from Fig. 2 is the absence of the descent of the b, antibonding 
o(C-C) level during the OC-CO cleavage. Indeed, this level still correlates with the 
b, MO derived from q-type CO frontier orbitals, which remain at high energy as we 
said before. In agreement with experiments and other calculations, we found 
Co,(CO), to be stable in the butterfly structure (a - 130 ” ). The tetrahedral 
structure favours the six SEP count while the seven SEP count leads to a Jahn-Teller 
instability over the whole transit. At this point of the discussion, we must mention 
that CO,C~,(I.L-NO)~ [26] an isoelectronic compound of Co,(CO), exhibits a planar 
rhombohedral structure (a - 180 o ). Theoretical explanations have been advanced 
by several authors [11,27]. 
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Fig. 4. Walsh diagram and total energy curves for the opening of the OC-CO vector in CO,(CO)~. 

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that a planar or near planar geometry is also favoured 
for the four SEP count with a configuration (~i)~(a~)~(b~)~. This is, in fact, found 
to be the case for Co,Cp,(p-CO), [28], which has recently been theoretically 
investigated [llb,27]. 

Before considering the transit 1 + 2a for Co,(CO),[PCr(CO),],, we consider the 
differences between the P-Cr(CO), fragment and a phosphorus atom or a phos- 
phinidene group. The frontier orbitals of this fragment built up with the P and the 
Cr(CO), subunits are shown in Fig. 5. There is little difference between the u-type 
frontier orbital of P and P-Cr(CO),. In P-Cr(CO), this orbital is mainly composed 
of the phosphorus P-u A0 with some s character, but without any significant 
participation of the Cr(CO), orbitals. This is not the case for the r-type MOs. The e 
pv AOs interact strongly with the e components of the Cr(CO), “t2s” set [21]. There 
is also a secondary interaction with a low lying e set of carbonyl levels having some 
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Fig. 5. Frontier orbitals for the P-Cr(CO), fragment. 

metal d, character. Despite the fact that there is only - 40% phosphorus localiza- 
tion, the 3e level can be considered as the principal set of r-type frontier orbitals of 
P-Cr(CO), because of their close proximity in energy to the Co(CO), frontier 
orbital (in our calculations on the Co,(CO),[P-Cr(CO),], cluster, the le and 2e set 

KO&Cr *+ CrlCOl, 
‘P ,p’ (CO), Cr 

cpo1, 2* 

),Co---Co’ \ [;NL;o/ 
;\ ,; 9 

\p.....P 

CZV 

Fig. 6. Interaction diagram for Co,(CO)&-P-Cr(CO),12. 
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Fig. 7. Walsh diagram and total energy curves for the opening of the P-P vector in Co,(CO),WxCO),l2. 

of P-Cr(CO), play a minor role by second-order mixing into 3e, increasing its P 
localization). It is important to note that the energy of the m-type frontier orbitals is 
intermediate between those of P and CO. Having identified the P-Cr(CO), FMOs, 
it is easy to generate the six bonding and antibonding combinations of 
(CO),Cr . . . P-Cr(CO), and from there to analyse the interaction MO diagram of 
Co,(CO),[P-Cr(CO),], in the butterfly geometry, which is shown in Fig. 6. From 
this diagram it can be seen that the situation is intermediate between Co,(CO),P, 
(Fig. 1) and Cq(CO), (Fig. 3). Both five and seven SEP counts seem possible for 
the butterfly geometry. This is clearer from Fig. 7, where the MO correlation and 
total energy curves during the transit 1 + 2a of Co,(C0)6[P-Cr(CO),], are shown. 
As for Co,(CO),P,, the u* P-P antibonding b, correlates with an MO that is 

mainly composed of the P-Cr(CO), rr frontier orbitals. Since these orbitals are 
rather high in energy (vide supra), the lowering of the b, level in Fig. 7 is less 
pronounced than in the Co,(CO),P, case and there is no b,-b, crossing. The 
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conclusion is that whereas for t.he six and seven SEP counts the electronic behaviour 
of Co,(CO),[P-Cr(CO),], is similar to that of Co,(CO),P,, this is not the case for 
five SEPs. For this electron count, as for CoZ(CO),, the total energy curve does not 
show any discontinuity (the ground state configuration being ( a1)4( a 2)2( bi)*( b,)* 
all over the transit). However, in contrast to that for Cq(CO),, this curve reveals 
two shallow minima of almost equal energies separated by a small barrier of about 
0.15 eV. At our level of calculations this energy barrier is not significant, and it is 
better to regard the curve as almost flat over a large range of P . - - P distances 
(2.00-3.20 A). The observed experimental P * * * P distances in this kind of complex 
are, in fact, close to 2.52 A, indicating some retention of the P-P bonding [25a]. The 
tetrahedral structure, in which the P-P separation is 2.06 A, is Jahn-Teller unstable, 
as for Co,(CO),P,*+. Also as for CO,(CO)~P~~+ and for the same reason, the a2 
skeletal MO lies significantly below the a, LUMO. When the structural reorganiza- 
tion of the type of 5 is applied (Co-Co 2.32 A) the a2 skeletal orbital effectively 
becomes the LUMO but is only 0.16 eV above the a, LUMO. Here again the 
tetrahedral geometry is disfavoured for the 5 SEP count. 

Conversely, for an open structure the HOMO-LUMO gap is increased and some 
stabilization is achieved by shortening the P-Cr vector. Indeed, the b, LUMO, 
made up of T-type 3e P-Cr(CO), frontier orbitals, is a-antibonding between P and 
Cr, and so is destabilized by the P-Cr shortening, whereas its low-lying occupied b, 
bonding counterpart, derived from le frontier orbitals of P-Cr(CO),, is stabilized. 
A similar but weaker effect of the P-Cr shortening can be traced to the u2 MOs 
derived from the 3e and le frontier orbitals of P-Cr(CO),. Clearly, for the five SEP 
count, an open geometry with short P-Cr bond distance is the only possible one, 
stable both on the thermodynamical and the Jahn-Teller points of view. 

Conclusion 

The possibility of existence of 5 SEP butterfly electron precise M,E, clusters 
requires a high energy for the 2u, and 2b, frontier orbitals of the E . - . E fragment. 
Such a situation arises when the E bare atom or conical fragment has its m-type 
frontier orbitals lying at high energy; this is the case, for example, when E = CO. (It 
should also be noted that electron precise M,E, butterflies exist for non-conical E 
groups such as PR,, NR, or P=CR, [31]. These planar units possess only one 
m-type frontier orbital, and consequently the 2u, and 2b, levels of the E * * + E 
fragment are absent in these complexes, leading to the same situation as that 
mentioned above.) 

When the a-type frontier orbital of E are low lying, the butterfly structure is 
favoured for a 7 SEP count, in agreement with the PSEP theory. Nevertheless the 5 
SEP count is possible, but only if E is not too electronegative. The corresponding 
structure is then tetrahedral, of the type of 5. In some intermediate cases both 
(tetrahedral type 5 and butterfly) structures should be possible. However in the case 
of Co,(CO),[P-Cr(CO),], [27] our calculations show that a structure of the type of 
5 is unlikely to exist, the more stable open geometry gaining some additional 
stability by conjugation with the m-type systems of the Cr(CO), units. 

Appendix 

All the calculations were carried out within the extended Htickel formalism [32] 
using the weighted Hij formula [33]. The utilized atomic parameters are summarized 
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TABLE 2 

EXTENDED HUCKEL PARAMETERS 

Orbital & (eV) Exponents * 

51 52 

H IS - 13.60 1.30 

C 2s - 21.40 1.625 

2P -11.40 1.625 

0 2s - 32.30 2.275 

2P - 14.80 2.275 

P 3s - 18.60 1.60 

3P - 14.00 1.60 

Cr 4s - 8.66 1.70 

4P - 5.24 1.70 
3d - 11.20 4.95 (0.4876) 1.60 (0.7205) 

co 4s - 9.21 2.00 

4P - 5.29 2.00 

3d -13.18 5.35 (0.5551) 1.90 (0.6461) 

LI Two Slater exponents are listed for the 3d functions. Each is followed in parentheses by the coefficient 

in the double 3 expansion. 

in Table 2. When possible, geometrical models used for calculations were based on 
X-ray structures (ref. 12 for Co,(CO),P, and Co,(CO),[PCr(CO),],; ref. 1 for 
Cq(CO),(CH),; ref. 10 for Co,(CO)s). In all the calculations the following bond 
distances (A) were used: P-Cr 2.20; Co-C(O) 1.80; Cr-C(0) 1.85; C-O 1.15 
(terminal), 1.20 (bridging); P-H 1.41; C-H 1.09. 
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